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About This Game

Flip is a a puzzle game for your eyes and your brain. It has a simple and easy to understand mechanic, but the possible
combinations on each puzzle will require deep thinking to solve them in the minimum number of moves. Play just to chill out or

to exercise your brain.

It contains four puzzle types designed to challenge your perception in different ways:

Simple: match the colors in as few moves as possible.

Sided: match both colors and orientations.

Wired: untangle the puzzle! Follow the cable to find the correct position.

Image: reconstruct the image form the broken parts.

Puzzles are solved by matching the correct order for the pieces. Each solved puzzle earns stars, which are used to unlock further
levels and puzzle types.
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Some puzzles types require you to pay attention not only to the colors and symbols, but also to the orientation of the pieces.
Others types will provide different visual clues.

There are 25 Achievements to unlock, you will need to master all puzzles and levels to collect them.
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Title: Flip
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Perro Electrico
Publisher:
Perro Electrico
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,German,Italian,French,Russian
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dude, i absolutely loved rento back in mobile!, though sometimes the trade screen gets stuck for a minute but that's about it.
Also, the cross platform is totally awesome, brodude :}. quite scary and nice to play. Round 6 of this fun little "dudes on roads"
series. A few new thematic gimmicks were added (frozen items in the ice area), and a few old ones went away (no thieves or
moving platforms ^.^). A worthy addition to the line.. If you're a fan of Michelin, then get the DLC. There are other mods out
there for Michelin, but at least with this DLC you know it will be always updated! Happy Trucking!!. i really love this game ,
easy gameplay , funny plot and i have more friend since i played gocco C:. A straightforward game, but very fun. The
atmosphere is pretty great, too. Definitely worth playing.. Properly hardcore roguelite puzzler despite the looks, with challenges
that actually rewards questioning of the rules. Great storyline but parts of it too implicit. Also I'm begrudging the lack of any
sort of climax by the end of the journey.. Peace, Death is an okay game. I mainly play it when wanting to simply kill time and
do a level or two at a time. The concept is fairly simple, adding extra things to look for with each level when sending people to
Heaven, Hell, or Purgatory. The humor wasn't really my type of tea, but I'm sure to other people it was funny. It's a lot of
reference humor to pop culture and celebrities which I'm just not interested in. I'm overall "meh" about the game, it's alright but
doesn't do anything special. I'd get it during a sale and try it out, I don't think it's worth full price.. Really liked this pack, we
brazilians feel honored, worth it.
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lol fun game. Tells a far more intimate and nuanced story about cults and the danger they pose in 2 hours than FarCry 5 does in
? hours.. It is hard to hate on this because I do feel as if there is something here.

However, from the small amount I played, the world feels empty & barren in some areas, animations are off, he runs like he is
special...

For a GREAT action \/ adventure \/ platformer, game controls have to FEEL good and this one does not. Sorry.

PS: Plus I feel as if you could get several good games for the PRICE of this ONE.. Input lag.
Game plays very poor.
Get it on sale.
In my opinon noth worth 15€.. A knife cant be used while its folded" Touche game..touche

Alright now to get into the more nitty gritty now that i have had time to reflect.

pros
-beautiful
-feels alot like the room
-you have an hand..just one though.
- some puzzles are really good
cons
-Feels too much like the room. Like i thought i was going to get sued for playing the game.
- Some of the puzzles are complete and utter ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.
-combing items sucks♥♥♥♥♥sometimes
-the first 4 chapters are really good then it sorta just drifts into "lets just make obscenely hard to find items and
hard♥♥♥♥♥puzzles" mmmn nothing like pixel hunting.

All in all id reccomend it. Its fun but prepared to slam your head against your desk and to look up an few walkthroughs.

Im hoping the next game clears up these faults but besides that pretty solidddd. Mighty Switch Force! Hose it Down!

is a fun little puzzle game.

pros:
> Cheap
> Easy to play
> Good when need to kill some time or take a break from your main game.
> Sounds and music are decent.
> Graphics are 2D but smooth

Cons:
> Could be considered repetitive

Overall a fun little game to kill some time and its short to complete took me about 3 hours (not in one sitting) so it doesnt get
boring.

if its on sale worth picking up 5\/10. Loved it , not long enough but a delight to play. Better gameplay and control fluency than
the first one, but worse music, which is a huge part.
Still, enjoyable and worth spending an hour playing it.. silly, lame and fun to play. some of the questions are a little tough on
some of us less attached to our t.v.s or are under sixty, and sure some of the dialog's a little... uh... lame... but it's still fun to
play.. I have to say having been into vr since the start with the occulus dev kit now owning a psvr and the the the new rift
consumer version .This is the best game I have enjoyed playing in vr !

Graphics are good
Gameplay is good
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Story is great !
everything you could wish for in a good VR game .
Like everyone else I have to say \u00a314.99 for the amount of content is a bit steep to say the least !

If the devs get some more content out FAST and dont be greedy with the pricing they could be on a winner here :)
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